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ABSTRACT
Information Technology (IT) education, when adaptive to the market
demand, can contribute towards the development of IT in a country. The
contribution of IT education to the economic growth and sustainable
development of a country is seen in the quality and spread of IT
industries. It has been observed that there is a gap between the IT
knowledge provided by universities and the knowledge required by IT
industries to improve the level of IT in many countries. Adaptive Course
Development (ACD) using IT-aligned learning objects was proposed as
a solution to this. A framework is required to help such a process.
Proposed framework for ACD takes into account the IT capabilities of
a university in IT education, the specific attributes of academic subjects
demanded by the IT industries and the availability of experts in IT
industry and the universities.

INTRODUCTION
IT education soon becomes outdated if not updated. The contribution
of IT education to the economic growth and sustainable development
of a country comes through the quality and spread of IT industries. IT
related indicators of Millennium Development Goals [1] also could be
used to determine the popularity of IT within a country. With IT being
a major role player in economic growth today, sustainability of IT
industries is vital for sustainable development. Specifically in a transitional country, sustainability of the IT industry depends on the cooperation of universities conducting IT courses and IT industry [2].
Identifying the strengths of both parties helps bringing them together
to produce adaptive IT courses through an adaptive course development
(ACD) process [3]. One way to create an ACD environment is to develop
a framework that facilitates the development of IT aligned learning
objects that forms adaptive courses deployed through an e-learning
system.
To facilitate such a framework we have produced descriptive models such
as the IT Aligned Learning Maturity Model (IA-LMM) to derive the IT
Aligned Capability Index (IACI) [4, 5, 6], a subject description model
to derive the Learning Object Specificity Index (LOSI) with respect to
what IT companies require from the universities [4, 7], and a competency model to derive the IT Competency Index (ICI) to estimate the
expertise that could be used in the course development process [4, 8].
To reflect the outcome of such descriptive models in learning object
attributes, a prescriptive model based learning object design and development framework is being developed.

POTENTIAL FOR IT INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION
A survey was carried out to analyse the potential for implementing such
a concept in Sri Lanka and the results were very positive [9]. Results of
the survey showed that it is possible for an IT university to migrate from

a traditional academic setting to a dynamic, learning object based, ACD
environment, and that IT industries will collaborate with universities in
such a move [9]. The results of the survey are helpful to convince the
university administration about the advantages of such a move, one
which requires much thought and proper planning to avoid many issues
that may arise during an organizational transformation such as that
described by Bates, Collis and Moonen [10, 11]. The nature of learning
objects [12] makes the task easier for IT companies to engage in the
education process through continuous dynamic course development. It
is also expected that learning objects can be used to provide just-in-time
knowledge.

DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING LEARNING OBJECTS
The ACD framework that involves the development of adaptive
learning objects operates in several domains such as the environment
analysis domain, the conceptualization and design domain, the preliminary design evaluation domain, the prescriptive design domain, the
development and testing domain, and the deployment domain, as
illustrated in Figure-1.
Environment Analysis Domain
This is the start-up phase during which IT industries are selected and the
subjects for ACD are decided based on the demand. Surveys such as that
described in section 2 and the evaluation of indices such as IACI, LOSI
and ICI are done in this phase. The results of such evaluations are then
fed into the framework so that the learning object development will be
suitable and usable within the surveyed environment.
IACI Evaluation
When evaluating IACI, we considered two aspects, viz., IT infrastructure
aspects and e-learning aspects based on our research findings [6]. These
two aspects are evaluated using “level descriptors” to decide the level
of a university with respect to IA-LMM [6]. Since we wanted to make
the framework a general model, we also considered many aspects that
are not directly related to IT industry participation in course development.
IT infrastructure aspects are evaluated with respect to seven “level
descriptors” to evaluate the level of a university according to the IALMM as follows (details and reasons are omitted to make the paper
short) [6].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Internal network infrastructure
External network infrastructure
Application services infrastructure
Support services
Accessibility facilities
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6.
7.

Policy implementation
Infrastructure administration

subject matter expert, etc [16]. Such required competencies can be given
as attributes of learning objects according to SCORM specifications [16].

E-learning aspects are also evaluated with respect to seven “level
descriptors” to evaluate the level of a university according to IA-LMM
as follows (details and reasons are omitted to make the paper short) [6].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Learner administration
Learning environment
Content development
Coordination and facilitation
Collaboration environment
Quality control
Organizational recognition

LOSI Evaluation
LOSI is dependent on the nature of the subject on demand and the IT
companies selected to participate in the course development. Four main
aspects of LOSI are listed below (details and reasons are omitted to make
the paper short) [7].
1.
2.
3.
4.

Academic level of the subject area
Level of reusability observed
Field specificity
IT industry specificity

Other attributes that are considered under LOSI are interactivity type,
interactivity level, learning resource types and context.
ICI Evaluation
ICI is dependent on the IT staff in the university and the IT companies
selected. ICI is used to select competent experts needed to design and
develop learning objects. The competencies are related to roles such as
graphical designer, technical implementer, content provider, technical
validator, educational validator, script writer, instructional designer,

Start: select subject

area

Conceptualization
and design domain

Preliminary
design
evaluation
domain

Find IACI of the
university

Find LOSI of
the subject

Re-conceptualisation and preliminary
design of learning objects

No

Can they
be developed
within IACI?

Find ICI required
for the subject

Conceptualisation and preliminary
design of learning objects

Do they
adhere to
LOSI

No

Can ICI be
met?
No

requiremen
Yes

Yes

Yes
+

Prescriptive
design domain

Prescribe
IACI-driven
LO attributes

Prescribe
LOSI-driven
LO attributes

Prescribe ICIdriven LO
attributes

Deployment
domain

Preliminary Design Evaluation Domain
Once the conceptual design is in place, a better picture of the forms of
media and assets used to build the learning objects will be visible. It is now
important to finalize the design by re-visiting the indices derived to
ensure that the final outcome will be useful and usable within our context.
Hence we raise the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

Can these learning objects be developed within the limits indicated by IACI?
Do these learning objects adhere to LOSI requirements?
Can the ICI requirements, with respect to expertise, be met to
implement the designed learning objects practically?

Prescribe
other LO
attributes

Prescriptive Design Domain
After the final design, learning objects have to be developed according
to the IEEE LTSC standard [13] and SCORM [16] specifications. The
values required for metadata are decided based on rules derived according
to the output of the environment analysis domain and the
conceptualization domain.
In the prescriptive design domain the framework helps us to manipulate
the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) Information Model that is
represented in nine metadata categories, viz., general, life cycle, metametadata, technical, educational, rights, relation, annotation and classification [13, 16]. These are the parent elements that behave as
containers for several other child elements. Child elements will have
values for the attributes that are manipulated based on the output of the
phases we described before. The final design and development phases of
learning objects must be supported by learning object standards [13],
instructional design principles [14, 15], content development and
management principles [16], etc.

Testing

Deployment

Once the learning objects are developed they will have to be tested for
proper sequencing and navigation, completeness of delivery of learning

Development

Feedback and
re-evaluate

Conceptualization involves content packaging, assigning metadata
related to IACI, LOSI and ICI, and deciding on the sequencing and
navigation schemes for learning objects of the academic subject under
consideration. For example, if we take an academic subject demanded by
IT industries such as Software Engineering Principles, we can outline the
course structure as units and modules in this preliminary design domain.
Then the type of assets to be used can be decided by appointed staff and
IT industry experts for each module using an on-line framework. Then
the assets have to be embedded in learning objects in a sequence agreed
by the collaborating experts from the IT industries and university.

Development and Testing Domain
Once the prescriptive design is in place it is just a matter of developing
or retrieving the content assets and placing them in the right containers
within learning objects. Individual asset development will be a collective
task of the selected identified experts based on the requirements
indicated by ICI. Actual learning content is produced during this phase.

Final design

Development
and testing
domain

Conceptualization and Design Domain
Preliminary design or conceptualization follows after the environment
analysis domain. We follow the Content Aggregation Model proposed
by SCORM [16] to conceptualize learning objects for the selected
subjects as per the demand from the IT industry. This model represents
a learning taxonomy neutral means that can be used by designers and
implementers of instruction to aggregate learning objects to deliver a
course. A collection of such learning objects forms modules, and modules
form the units of a course.

If the answer is “no” to any of these questions, a re-conceptualization
and a design step is required.

Figure 1. Phases of ACD

Environment
analysis
domain
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experience, and other aspects such as preservation of rights, authentication requirements, delivery scope, etc., especially due to the involvement of the IT industries.
Deployment Domain
The developed learning objects will be made available, in this phase, for
the targeted learners using a learning management system (LMS).
However, in our approach there is no final development since they are
updated based on learner feedback and the involvement of the IT
companies who will evaluate the content periodically to see whether it
matches the most up-to-date developments in the IT, and then, if
necessary suggest the improvements. For this iterative process to
happen a feedback mechanism is required once the learning objects are
deployed. This makes the cycle iterative, thus creating adaptive courses.
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